
If u are wondering about visiting us, you should know about some current facts about our property. 

Mornings, evenings and nights can get quite chilly so you should wear some warm clothes not to get 

cold. Some strong shoes are suggested for a walk around the property. You can go barefoot, but be 

carefull about some thorn bushes, nettle and similar plants lurking arround. Bees, ticks and ants can 

bite nasty, so be careful about them too. 

Days are getting warmer and by the summer it will get hoter every week. Dress properly and if it gets 

too hot, you can seek  cold in the nearby forest or under a bush by your choise. 

If you wish you can sleep over. One room is available for a few people,that would choose to stay over 

night with their own sleeping gear, orr a tent, or a hammock. Sleeping outdoors could be a 

lifechangeing experience. 

We have a big fireplace available for anyone who is willing to drag the wood out of the forest nearby 

to burn it. It is possible to cook or bake food at your own choise. Just do not burn cigarette buds and 

plasticks into the fire we eat from, we will not like it. 

We tryy to separate our garbage and as long as we do not have garbage containers, plase take yours  

with you as you leave. 

If you prefere light at night, bring some candels or a flashlight. Smartphone is useful, but remember, 

we do not have an electricity to fill up the batery. 

Water is one thing we do not have at the moment and you have to bring it with you. To drink mostly 

and to wash your body and dishes. So for now shower is not available, but we have an outdoor 

toilete. Bring your own toalet paper, please. 

Becides some forest fruits our property does not ofer food at the moment so think about your eating 

habits when you come. For cooking you can use open fire or a small gas cooker in the house. Dishes 

are something you have to bring with as there are not many available right now. There is no fridge in 

the house but the rooms are prety cold. Some fresh food can not last long and the closest food and 

suply store is nine kilometers away. 

The rest is for you to explore. We are sure, you will be comming back. Before visiting let us know: 

info@tanjas.world. 

Best regards, I-Nat 
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